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INTRODUCTION
Resonate + is a specialized Technical Conference event where participants represent

pivotal stakeholders within the technology industry and have a debate based on

problem statements provided. This unique event took place on 19th December, 2023

and provided an immersive experience for attendees to examine the complex

dynamics shaping the technology landscape. By embodying diverse viewpoints,

Resonate+ fosters deeper understanding and cultivates the critical thinking skills

needed to address challenges in the tech sector. 

The conference was designed for those passionate

about technology's potential to create positive

change in business and society. Envoys (delegates), in

this case, embodied various roles. The event hinged on

in-depth research and debate skills, with a strong

emphasis on exploring technology's intricacies,

controversies, and policies.

For judging his event, we had some of the best minds

working together: Pinaki Laskar, Preetam Uchil, Shishir

Suresh, and Praveen Nair. With their exceptional

guidance and experience in respective fields, this

event was one of the most successful ones we have

ever seen.

Resonate + 's core objective was to enhance participants' research and debate

skills within the context of technology-related dilemmas. Envoys have worked

collaboratively to draft resolutions, negotiate with fellow tech representatives,

and strive for consensus on issues spanning technology, ethics, and regulation.

This article is one that summarises the brilliant short term and long term

measures that the envoys came up with during the on ground event.



3 GOVERNMENT INCENTIVES AND
POLICY SUPPORT:

Introduce financial incentives like tax
credits and subsidies for consumers
purchasing AI-enabled vehicles to
stimulate adoption.

Collaborate with regulatory bodies to
establish clear guidelines and standards
for the integration of AI in vehicles,
fostering innovation while ensuring safety
and compliance.

2 ADAPTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT:

Invest in AI-powered traffic management
systems to optimise signal timings, reduce
congestion, and enhance overall traffic
flow.

Develop a network of AI-managed
charging stations, strategically placed to
support electric and autonomous vehicles,
promoting sustainable transportation.

Under Elon Musk's visionary leadership, Tesla's autopilot system has evolved significantly

since 2014, aiming for complete autonomy this year. The prospect of introducing Tesla's

advanced autonomous capabilities in India raises concerns about adapting to the

nation's complex traffic scenarios. Achieving full autonomy involves technological,

cultural, legal, and infrastructural challenges that require a sophisticated strategy.

India's diverse driving behaviors necessitate tailored solutions, considering regional

dynamics. Safety is paramount, prompting a close examination of Tesla's safety

protocols, risk mitigation strategies, and the integration of cutting-edge measures for

varied traffic conditions. The impact of Tesla's autopilot system in India demands a

thorough analysis, offering insights into opportunities, challenges, and a nuanced

perspective on reshaping mobility in one of the world's most dynamic automotive

environments.

SHORT TERM MEASURES

1 PUBLIC AWARENESS AND
EDUCATION:

Launch widespread media campaigns
across TV, radio, and social media
platforms to communicate the benefits
and safety features of AI in vehicles.

Conduct community-based workshops
and town hall meetings to directly
engage with citizens, address concerns,
and provide hands-on demonstrations of
AI-driven vehicle capabilities.

IMPLICATIONS OF AI IN AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES



1
 Foster collaboration between government, industry, and academia to create a
comprehensive and interdisciplinary approach to autonomous vehicle
development.
Work towards standardizing autonomous technologies across the industry,
ensuring compatibility and interoperability among different vehicles and systems.

ESTABLISHING A COLLABORATIVE
ECOSYSTEM:

2
AI Solutions: Deploying AI for content moderation, personalised experiences, and
data privacy safeguards can address investor concerns and attract users seeking
a balanced, safe, and engaging platform.
Web3 Integration: Utilising blockchain technology for decentralised ownership,
tokenised economies, and open data standards empowers users, attracts
investors, and fosters a competitive, equitable landscape.
Global Innovation Partnerships: Joining forces with international tech giants
fosters shared goals, leverages diverse talent, and unlocks global impact
solutions beyond individual borders.

BUILDING TRUST AND CULTURAL
UNDERSTANDING:

3
Responsible Investments: Prioritizing ethical companies that champion
collaboration, fair competition, and responsible innovation steers the tech
industry towards a more sustainable future.
Advocating for Progress: Pushing for stricter antitrust laws, data privacy
regulations, and clear anti-espionage frameworks creates a healthier
competitive environment for all.
Rewarding Calculated Risks: Embracing long-term bets, diverse talent, and
calculated risks attracts and nurtures innovation, fueling breakthroughs that
benefit everyone.

ENSURING ROAD SAFETY AND
ADAPTABILITY:

LONG TERM MEASURES

IMPLICATIONS OF AI IN AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES



3 USER EDUCATION AND
AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS:

Launch immediate awareness campaigns
to educate users on recognising and
avoiding cryptocurrency scams. Introduce
real-time notifications and alerts within
the platform to warn users of potential
phishing attacks.

Integrate KYC measures for logins and
transactions to build trust and enhance
user security.

2 BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPMENT AND
RAPID SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS:

Prioritise rapid development cycles with
continuous blockchain improvements to
address vulnerabilities promptly.

Implement immediate security measures,
such as enhanced encryption protocols
and real-time monitoring tools.

Conduct regular security audits to identify
and rectify potential weaknesses in the
system.

Blockchain technology enhances transparency, security, and value across industries.

Traditional identity management systems relying on multiple government IDs pose

security and privacy concerns. Digital identity management faces challenges like

identity theft and weak authentication.

Telegram addresses these issues with TON Space, a self-custodial cryptocurrency

wallet. Unlike centralized options, TON Space empowers users with full control of their

funds, reducing reliance on intermediaries. The focus is on minimizing fraudulent scams,

boosting user confidence in cryptocurrencies, and ensuring blockchain project

legitimacy. Security firms like CertiK play a crucial role in identifying risks and

safeguarding the cryptocurrency ecosystem.

SHORT TERM MEASURES

1 IMMEDIATE SECURITY MEASURES
AND INCIDENT RESPONSE:

Implement short-term security measures,
including blocking fraudulent links,
restricting misleading advertisements, and
promoting secure cryptocurrency
transactions. Establish a responsive
incident hotline for users to report security
concerns promptly.

Launch short-term bug bounty programs
and updates to address any immediate
vulnerabilities.

TELEGRAM’S BLOCKCHAIN BASED DIGITAL IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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Structured Partnerships: Formal agreements with defined goals and shared
benefits can foster innovation and mutual growth. Joint labs, research initiatives,
and regular strategic reviews keep both players aligned.
Cultivating Trust: Open communication channels, leadership forums, and shared
resources build a foundation of trust and transparency, essential for long-term
collaboration.
Celebrating Collaboration: Rewarding cross-company teams and recognizing
innovative contributions from both sides fuels a culture of teamwork and
creativity.

BEYOND RIVALRY, TOWARDS
PROGRESS:

2
AI Solutions: Deploying AI for content moderation, personalised experiences, and
data privacy safeguards can address investor concerns and attract users seeking
a balanced, safe, and engaging platform.
Web3 Integration: Utilizing blockchain technology for decentralized ownership,
tokenized economies, and open data standards empowers users, attracts
investors, and fosters a competitive, equitable landscape.
Global Innovation Partnerships: Joining forces with international tech giants
fosters shared goals, leverages diverse talent, and unlocks global impact
solutions beyond individual borders.

EMBRACING THE POWER OF
TECHNOLOGY:

3
Responsible Investments: Prioritizing ethical companies that champion
collaboration, fair competition, and responsible innovation steers the tech
industry towards a more sustainable future.
Advocating for Progress: Pushing for stricter antitrust laws, data privacy
regulations, and clear anti-espionage frameworks creates a healthier
competitive environment for all.
Rewarding Calculated Risks: Embracing long-term bets, diverse talent, and
calculated risks attracts and nurtures innovation, fueling breakthroughs that
benefit everyone.

INVESTORS AS CATALYSTS
FOR CHANGE:

LONG TERM MEASURES

TELEGRAM’S BLOCKCHAIN BASED DIGITAL IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



3 DATA BREACH RESPONSE:

In the event of a data breach, immediate
actions, including user notification, system
shutdown, audit, patch deployment,
monitoring, legal compliance, and
customer support, are crucial.
Establishing a clear response plan is
crucial for effective handling of potential
data breaches. Coupled with user
notifications, it ensures swift action.

2 AI THREAT AWARENESS AND USER
ENGAGEMENT:

Active detection of manipulation in logs,
generating awareness, and implementing
multi-step authorization add an extra
layer of user security.

Educating users on data privacy, rights,
and ChatGPT safeguards is vital.
Spreading awareness about AI threats
and encouraging user-initiated actions,
like password resets, actively engages
users.

A bug in ChatGPT's open-source library caused a data breach, exposing customers'

personal data, including credit card information and chat titles. If a user cancelled a

request within a very specific timeframe, the system would get confused, and decide to

deliver their information to the next user who made a similar request because it was

unsure of what to do with it. This highlighted the vulnerability of AI systems to privacy

breaches and data mishandling. As AI technology advances, its ability to derive insights

from subtle data patterns raises concerns about the unauthorized dissemination of

sensitive information, necessitating continuous updates to data privacy laws and the

implementation of robust data protection measures. It also highlights the importance of

organizations assuming responsibility for safeguarding user data, recognizing the

inherent risks posed by AI technologies.

SHORT TERM MEASURES

1 ENHANCED SECURITY
MEASURES:

Immediate audits, monitoring, and
updates enhance security. A thorough
audit identifies and fixes vulnerabilities,
and robust encryption safeguards user
data.

Ensuring compliance with government
norms, enhancing transparency, improving
consent mechanisms, and implementing
data minimization practices.

OPENAI AND PERSONAL DATA: A GROWING THREAT TO
PRIVACY



1
Structured Partnerships: Formal agreements with defined goals and shared
benefits can foster innovation and mutual growth. Joint labs, research initiatives,
and regular strategic reviews keep both players aligned.
Cultivating Trust: Open communication channels, leadership forums, and shared
resources build a foundation of trust and transparency, essential for long-term
collaboration.
Celebrating Collaboration: Rewarding cross-company teams and recognizing
innovative contributions from both sides fuels a culture of teamwork and
creativity.

COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY
FRAMEWORK:

2
Adopt a "privacy by design" approach, ensuring that data security and privacy
are fundamental considerations from the inception of ChatGPT's architecture.
This involves embedding privacy features into the core development process.
Empower users with accessible privacy settings, transparent data tools, and
explicit consent procedures, providing them with greater control over their
information.
Improve consent mechanisms, ensuring that individuals are adequately informed
about how their data will be used in AI systems.

PRIVACY BY DESIGN:

Foster collaboration with external security experts, regulatory bodies, and
industry peers. Stay abreast of evolving data privacy best practices and new
threats through ongoing collaboration and continuous learning initiatives.
Advocate for and contribute to the development of specialized AI regulations.
These regulations should focus on transparency, accountability, and fairness.
Mandate transparency and explainability in AI systems to ensure user
understanding of algorithmic decisions. 

3 EXTERNAL COLLABORATION AND
SPECIALIZED AI REGULATIONS:

LONG TERM MEASURES

OPENAI AND PERSONAL DATA: A GROWING THREAT TO
PRIVACY



3 USER-CENTRIC PRIORITIES:

It's critical to give the welfare of users top
priority. Strong action should be taken by
Meta and X to improve privacy controls
and stop cyberbullying. This guarantees
their consumers a polite and safe
atmosphere.

This new strategy puts user well-being,
cooperation, and diplomacy above
division and conflict. 

2 BUILDING BRIDGES THROUGH
INNOVATION:

Collaborative efforts and innovation
workshops have the potential to replace
competition with constructive
advancement. 

Innovation-friendly environments can be
produced by facilitating roundtable
conversations among leaders in the
sector.

Standardizing APIs and data sharing can
also foster creativity by igniting cross-
platform magic. 

 In October 2022, Elon Musk purchased Twitter for $44 billion, sparking a feud with

Mark Zuckerberg. Reports of Meta Platforms developing a Twitter competitor led

Zuckerberg to launch Threads by Meta in July 2023, emphasizing a better user

experience. This clash highlights the complex relationship between competition and

innovation in the tech industry, with Twitter considering legal action against Threads.

The discussion explores legal dynamics, ethical considerations, and the impact of

corporate rivalries on genuine innovation, emphasizing the need for standardized

practices and their consequences on public trust. The goal is to understand evolving

standards of fair play and ethical boundaries, contemplating long-term ramifications

and collaborative solutions for balanced competition and innovation.

SHORT TERM MEASURES
1 DIPLOMACY OVER DIVISION:

Although there are differing views on
Meta's behaviour, most people concur
that their legal dispute with X shouldn't be
personal in nature. Rather, it's important
to communicate openly, have tactful
conversations, and consider working
together. 

Long-term solutions might be made
possible and tensions reduced by an
impartial mediator.

BALANCING COMPETITION AND INNOVATION IN THE
DIGITAL ERA: META VS. MUSK



1
Structured Partnerships: Formal agreements with defined goals and shared
benefits can foster innovation and mutual growth. Joint labs, research initiatives,
and regular strategic reviews keep both players aligned.
Cultivating Trust: Open communication channels, leadership forums, and shared
resources build a foundation of trust and transparency, essential for long-term
collaboration.
Celebrating Collaboration: Rewarding cross-company teams and recognizing
innovative contributions from both sides fuels a culture of teamwork and
creativity.

BEYOND RIVALRY, TOWARDS
PROGRESS:

2
AI Solutions: Deploying AI for content moderation, personalised experiences, and
data privacy safeguards can address investor concerns and attract users seeking
a balanced, safe, and engaging platform.
Web3 Integration: Utilizing blockchain technology for decentralized ownership,
tokenized economies, and open data standards empowers users, attracts
investors, and fosters a competitive, equitable landscape.
Global Innovation Partnerships: Joining forces with international tech giants
fosters shared goals, leverages diverse talent, and unlocks global impact
solutions beyond individual borders.

EMBRACING THE POWER OF
TECHNOLOGY:

LONG TERM MEASURES

BUILDING BRIDGES, NOT WALLS: LONG-TERM STRATEGIES
FOR A THRIVING TECH LANDSCAPE

Responsible Investments: Prioritizing ethical companies that champion
collaboration, fair competition, and responsible innovation steers the tech
industry towards a more sustainable future.
Advocating for Progress: Pushing for stricter antitrust laws, data privacy
regulations, and clear anti-espionage frameworks creates a healthier
competitive environment for all.
Rewarding Calculated Risks: Embracing long-term bets, diverse talent, and
calculated risks attracts and nurtures innovation, fueling breakthroughs that
benefit everyone.

3 INVESTORS AS CATALYSTS FOR
CHANGE:



OUR JUDGES
Pinaki Laskar for the domain AI in autonomous vehicles

Laskar Sir, a disruptive innovator in AI, has two decades of
experience, speaking globally and leading AI solutions. As the

Director at FishEyeBox, Pinaki partnered with engineering to create
one of the first Autonomous Intelligence engines. His R&D projects

span Sustainability, Fin Tech, Mar Tech, and DriveX.

Preetham Uchil for the domain AI and Personal Data: A
growing threat to Privacy

Preetham Uchil, a principal applications engineer at Starbucks
California, boasts 30+ years in Oracle support, leading projects in

mobile development and NiFi big data integration. His expertise
spans HRMS, benefits, and payroll, with direct implementation for

companies like Jacobs Engineer, Cast and Crew, and Cisco.

Shishir Suresh for Blockchain Based Digital Identity
Management for Global Citizenship

Shishir Suresh, a Principal Lead Cloud Architect at CloudWerx,
specializes in AI/ML solutions on Google Cloud Platform. With a
background in theoretical physics and mathematics, he bridges

academia and industry, consulting for top companies like Analog
Devices and Johnson & Johnson Vision.

Praveen Nair for the domain Balancing Competition and
Innovation in the Digital era

Praveen Nair, Co-Founder and Director of Technology at Finoux
Solutions, boasts 20+ years of tech industry experience. Heading

engineering and customer delivery, he excels in project management,
technical architecture design, and pre-sales. Finoux, a startup,

focuses on smart business applications for large enterprises in India
and overseas.



CONCLUSION
PROJECT 02

This event witnessed a robust exchange of ideas, culminating in a decisive

victory for progress. Through rigorous debate and collaborative spirit, envoys

have not only dissected intricate technical challenges, but also crafted

solutions with the potential to redefine the landscape of technological

problems.

The discussions regarding the previously mentioned agendas yielded insightful

perspectives and ultimately led to a solution that strikes a delicate balance

between competition and innovation, AI and autonomous vehicles, and other

pressing issues. With the guidance of our exceptional judges, we were able to

have some really intense and positive discussions on issues that are not only

new and relevant, but also extremely pressing. These solutions are not mere

intellectual trophies; they hold the key to finding tangible answers to our

problems.

Moving forward, it is imperative to translate these solutions into actionable

strategies, ensuring their real-world implementation.

With the solutions forged, we must press onward, challenging existing

paradigms, refining methodologies, and pushing the boundaries of what is

possible.

By actively engaging in this ongoing discourse, we can shape a future for

technology that is defined by innovation, efficiency, and progress. This event

was such a success all thanks to the judges, the envoys and their brilliant

minds.



EVENT HIGHLIGHTS PROJECT 02



TEAM BEHIND RESONATE +






